Modeling the evolution of anisotropy in Al–Li alloys: application to Al–Li 2090-T8E41
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Abstract

It is widely reported in current literature that the precipitation hardened Al–Li sheet alloys exhibit extremely high anisotropy in yield (and ultimate tensile) strength, which is well beyond what can be explained as purely a consequence of the strong crystallographic texture in the material (e.g. J. Mater. Sci. Eng. A265, 1999, 100). This paper presents a crystal plasticity based modeling framework that will (i) facilitate the segregation of the contributions to the overall anisotropy from crystallographic texture and precipitation hardening, and (ii) correlate the contribution from precipitate hardening to either co-planar slip activity or the non-coplanar slip activity in the cold-working step prior to the aging heat treatment. More specifically, a Taylor-type (fully-constrained) crystal plasticity model was formulated to predict the yield strength of the fully processed sheet and its anisotropy, while accounting for the initial texture in the hot-worked sheet, its evolution during the cold-working step prior to aging, and the inhomogeneous nucleation of the \(T_1\) phase platelets (these are known to form on \{111\} planes, but not usually in equal amounts on the different \{111\} planes in a given crystal). In an effort to illustrate the methodology developed in the study, a limited set of experiments was conducted on Al–Li 2090-T8E41 alloy sheet. Off-axis stretches were applied on the sheet at room temperature prior to the aging treatment, and the mechanical anisotropy in the fully processed sheets was characterized by performing tension tests on coupons cut from the sheet at 0, 30, 45, 60 and 90 degrees to the original rolling direction (RD). Both the initial texture in the sheet and its evolution during the different off-axis stretches were characterized. The alloys...
processed in this study showed pronounced anisotropy. The application of the methodology developed in this study revealed that much of the observed anisotropy in this particular data set could be explained by accounting for the texture in the sample in the processed condition. Although the data set available was inadequate to establish clear correlations of the anisotropy with preferential hardening mechanisms arising from either co-planar or non-co-planar slip activity during the off-axis stretch, there were indications favoring the latter. This case study, however, illustrates the application of the methodology developed in this study to obtain better insight into the nature of the anisotropy in these sheets and its physical origin. © 2002 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

In recent years, Al–Li alloys have received considerable attention because of their high modulus, specific strength and low density. These properties are particularly attractive to designers of high performance military and commercial aircraft. Aluminum–lithium alloys processed through ingot metallurgy (IM) casting with subsequent forming operations are being currently developed for aerospace applications (Kim et al., 2000; Miller et al., 1986; Yoon et al., 2000). However, commercial Al–Li alloys exhibit significant tensile strength anisotropy when compared to conventional 2xxx and 7xxx type aerospace alloys (Es-Said and Lee, 1995; Flower and Gregson, 1987; Lucke et al., 1986).

While the microstructures and mechanical properties of IM aluminum alloys processed under different conditions have been characterized extensively, the correlations between the microstructure and properties are still a subject of current research (Lee et al., 1999). Thermomechanical treatments such as rolling and stretching have been employed to improve the overall mechanical properties of these alloys (Li, 2000; Trinca et al., 2000; Lee et al., 1999). Using these techniques, highly textured sheet metals with pronounced mechanical anisotropy are produced, which may not be desirable for some industrial applications (Es-Said et al., 1995). It is generally recognized that crystallographic texture plays an important role in the mechanical anisotropy exhibited by these sheets (Miller et al., 1986; Lee et al., 1999; Inal, 2000; Ceccaldi, 1994; Peeters et al., 2001).

T$_1$ (Al$_2$CuLi) precipitate is the major source of strengthening in Al–Li–Cu alloys (Kim and Lee, 1993). This precipitate has a hexagonal structure, and occurs as thin plates on {111} planes, which also happen to be the slip planes for face-centered cubic alloys. In a TEM study, Kim and Lee (1993) have shown that there is an inhomogeneous distribution of T$_1$ precipitates among the four {111} habit planes after stretching and aging of a 2090 Al–Li alloy. Their observations suggest that a higher density of the T$_1$ precipitates are produced on the specific slip planes that experienced a higher slip activity. It was further reported that this inhomogeneous distribution of T$_1$ precipitates has a direct effect on the mechanical anisotropy of the
material. More recently, Es-Said and Lee (1995) and Lee et al. (1999) have reported success in reducing mechanical anisotropy of 2095 Al–Li sheets by the incorporation of off-axis rolling/stretching prior to aging.

It is clear from the above discussion that the reported anisotropy in Al–Li alloys can be attributed to at least two factors: (i) the strong texture in these alloys in the processed condition, and (ii) the inhomogeneous nucleation of \( T_1 \) precipitates. The precise contributions from these two factors are not clearly known at the present time. It is quite difficult to assess the contribution to the overall anisotropy from the second factor listed above (Lee and Frazier, 1988; Chandler and Gortzen, 1994; Peters et al., 1986; Kim and Lee, 1993; Yao et al., 1991; Vasudevan et al., 1988). Most of the past work in this area has focused on correlating properties with precipitate size or spacing (Tsao et al., 1999). Modeling of aging process only considers the thermodynamical features of the processing micromechanics (Kaneko and Oyamada, 2000). Other modeling attempts are based on the phenomenological aspect of the process using internal state variables representing anisotropy and internal stresses (Garmestani et al., 2001). A better understanding of this process requires integrated experimental and modeling efforts that attempt to relate crystallographic texture, anisotropy, and the inhomogeneous distribution of precipitates. Although it is relatively straightforward to carry out experimental investigations to characterize the mechanical anisotropy in the processed Al–Li sheets, establishing the relative contributions to these from the various micromechanisms involved is quite complex. Establishing these correlations from a purely experimental approach requires a prohibitively large number of investigations on transmission electron microscope. It is therefore desirable to obtain some clues from theory. In general, modeling theories are constructed to predict properties resulting from assumed constitutive behavior (Choi et al., 2000, Gall and Sehitoglu, 1999; Khan and Cheng, 1998; Barlat et al., 1997; Lin and Havner, 1994). They are, however, not readily amenable to identifying the correct constitutive behavior given a sufficiently large experimental database of the overall properties. For the present problem, the later approach is needed to guide further studies in this important research area.

The main objective of this study was to develop a suitable methodology that will facilitate the segregation of the respective contributions of the different factors described above to the overall anisotropy in the Al–Li alloys. For this purpose, we have developed a suitable framework that allows one to decouple the contributions to the anisotropy from texture and from hardening due to inhomogeneous precipitation, and to establish correlations of the latter with either co-planar or non-co-planar slip activity in the cold-working stage prior to the aging heat treatment. Application of the methodology requires the use of quantitative information on the texture in the material. Since such information was not readily available from previously reported studies in literature, it was necessary to conduct a new set of experiments to illustrate the methodology developed in this study. In the following, we first present the theoretical development of the methodology. Next, the application of the methodology is illustrated with a limited set of experiments on Al–Li 2090-T8E41 alloy sheets.
2. Development of the theoretical framework

2.1. Taylor-type crystal plasticity model

The most widely used modeling tool to account physically for the influence of underlying texture on the anisotropic yield strength of a given material is the Taylor model (Taylor, 1938) in its extended form (Asaro and Needleman, 1985). In this model it is assumed that all of the individual grains (or crystals) in the polycrystal possess the same volume and that they experience the same deformation gradient history. As a consequence of this simplifying assumption, the Taylor averaging procedure for estimating the response of the polycrystal often violates equilibrium between the individual grains and leads to an upper-bound estimate for the overall strength of the polycrystal. It has been shown that in spite of this limitation, the Taylor-type model produces fairly accurate predictions of the anisotropic yield strength of the material (Kalidindi and Schoenfeld, 2000). Furthermore, it is now well established that the Taylor-type model not only captures well the initial anisotropy of yield strength in the given material, but also predicts well the evolution of both the anisotropic stress-strain response and the averaged texture to large plastic strains for the single-phase, medium to high stacking fault energy, cubic, polycrystalline metals (Kalidindi et al., 1992; Bronkhorst et al., 1992).

The basic features of the Taylor-type model are presented first briefly. The reader is referred to earlier papers (Kalidindi et al., 1992) for further details of the model and the associated numerical procedures.

For a single crystal material undergoing finite deformations, we start with a multiplicative decomposition of the total deformation gradient ($F$) into elastic and plastic components as (Asaro and Needleman, 1985)

$$F = F^*F^p$$

($F^*$) contains deformation gradients due to both elastic stretching as well as the lattice rotation, while ($F^p$) denotes the deformation gradient due to plastic deformation alone. The constitutive equation for stress in the crystal can be expressed as

$$T^* = L[E^*], \quad T^* = (\det F^*)F^{*-1}TF^{*-T}, \quad E^* = \frac{1}{2}\{F^{*T}F^* - 1\},$$

where $L$ is the fourth-order elasticity tensor, $T^*$ and $E^*$ are a pair of work conjugate stress and strain measures, and $T$ is the Cauchy stress in the crystal. The evolution of $F^p$ can be expressed in a rate form as

$$\dot{F}^p = L^pF^p, \quad L^p = \sum_\alpha \dot{\gamma}_\alpha S^\alpha_o, \quad S^\alpha_o = m^\alpha_o \otimes n^\alpha_o,$$

where $\dot{\gamma}_\alpha$ is the shearing rate on the slip system $\alpha$, and $m^\alpha_o$ and $n^\alpha_o$ denote the slip direction and the slip plane normal of the slip system, respectively, in the initial
unloaded configuration (Kalidindi et al., 1992). The shearing rate on the slip system is dependent on the resolved shear stress \( \tau^\alpha \) on the slip system and the slip resistance \( \tau^\alpha \) of that slip system, and can be expressed in a power-law relationship as (Asaro and Needleman, 1985)

\[
\dot{\gamma}^\alpha = \dot{\gamma}_0 \left| \frac{\tau^\alpha}{S^\alpha} \right|^{1/m} \text{sgn}(\tau^\alpha), \quad \tau^\alpha \approx T^*S^\alpha_0,
\]

where \( \dot{\gamma}_0 \) denotes a reference value of the slip rate and \( m \) represents the strain rate sensitivity parameter. In the present study, \( \dot{\gamma}_0 \) is taken as 0.001 s\(^{-1}\) and \( m \) is taken as 0.01, as is done routinely in literature for fcc polycrystals deformed at low homologous temperatures (see e.g. Kalidindi et al., 1992). In general, the evolution of the slip system resistance can be expressed as

\[
S^\alpha = \sum_\beta h^{\alpha\beta} |\dot{\gamma}^\beta|
\]

where \( h^{\alpha\beta} \) represent the slip hardening rates.

As described earlier, the most widely used approach to obtain the response of a polycrystal from the response of the individual grains is to use the extended Taylor’s assumption of iso-deformation gradient in all of the crystals comprising the polycrystal. Furthermore, if all grains are assumed to be of the same size, the Cauchy stress in the polycrystal can be taken as a simple number average of the Cauchy stresses in the various grains. Therefore, employing Taylor’s assumptions, the macroscopic Cauchy stress in the polycrystal can be expressed as

\[
\bar{T} = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{k=1}^{N} T^{(k)}
\]

where \( N \) is the number of crystals in the aggregate, and \( T^{(k)} \) is the Cauchy stress in the crystal [labeled \( (k) \)].

2.2. Modeling the anisotropy of precipitation-hardened Al–Li alloys

The typical processing steps involved in processing of Al–Li alloy sheets are as follows. The hot-rolled sheet is solution treated and subjected to a small amount of cold-work (either by stretching or cold-rolling; Kim and Lee, 1993) in an effort to reduce the mechanical anisotropy in the sheet. The sheet is then aged to produce the precipitation hardening effect. In modeling the anisotropy resulting from these processes, in the present study, we start with a measured texture of the hot rolled sheet. It has been demonstrated in literature that the solution heat treatment step does not influence the texture in the material (Lee et al., 1999). It is therefore assumed that the texture is the same even after the solution heat treatment step.
The cold-working step (stretching or rolling) causes a change in texture as well as slip resistances on various slip systems, and these in turn can affect significantly the yield strength of the sheet and its anisotropy. The Taylor-type model described above can handle readily the microstructure evolution during the cold-working stage. The same model can also handle the changes in slip resistances during this step provided a suitable description of the slip hardening functions [expressions for \( h^{\alpha \beta} \) in Eq. (5)] is available. However, these changes in slip resistances caused by slip activity in the cold-working step are expected to be relatively small compared to the changes caused in the aging step. Therefore, in the present study these are ignored (or alternatively assume to be combined with the treatment for changes caused by the aging treatment).

As described earlier, an important consideration in the present study is that the differences in slip activity on the various slip systems during the cold-working stage can lead to significant differences in slip resistances after being subjected to the aging heat treatment. This is because the T1 precipitates that are produced during the aging heat treatment are assumed to form heterogeneously on the different \{111\} slip planes, in proportion to the slip activity on the respective planes (Kim and Lee, 1993; Lee et al., 1999). Note that this notion is consistent with the established concept that higher dislocation density promotes precipitate nucleation. However, the precise consequence of the higher incidence of the T1 precipitates on certain \{111\} planes in the crystal on the slip hardening of the different slip systems in the crystal is not yet fully understood.

Due to the high symmetry of the fcc crystal structure and the presence of a single family of slip systems, it is convenient to classify the mechanism leading to differential hardening of slip systems as one that arises due to either the co-planar component of the slip activity or the non-co-planar component of slip activity during the cold working step prior to the aging step. It is implicitly assumed that the slip activity during the cold-working stage produces a heterogeneous distribution of the T1 precipitates, which then leads to one of the two preferential hardening modes described above. It should be noted that this classification covers all possible phenomenology of slip hardening in this simple (and highly symmetric) class of materials. In the event that one of these components does not dominate (i.e. both co-planar slip activity and non-co-planar slip activity contribute equally to slip hardening as a net result of cold working and subsequent aging treatment) then the slip resistances of all slip systems would increase more or less equally, with no significant contribution to the anisotropy of the yield strength in the processed sheet. Therefore, the consequence of the differences in slip activity during the cold-working stage on the corresponding slip resistances in the aged condition (through inhomogeneous distribution of T1 precipitates) can be studied by invoking one of the two following forms:

\[
s^{\alpha} = s_0 + K^{\text{cp}} \sum_{\beta \in \text{co-planar}} |\gamma^{\beta}| \tag{7}
\]
\[ s^\alpha = s_0 + K^{\text{ncp}} \sum_{\beta \in \text{non-co-planar slip systems of } \alpha} |\gamma^\beta| \]  

\[(8)\]

where \(s_0\) represents a constant value for all slip systems (including the contributions from homogenous nucleation of precipitates other than \(T_1\), if relevant), and \(K^{\text{cp}}\) and \(K^{\text{ncp}}\) represent modeling parameters. Note that Eq. (7) is suitable for situations where the co-planar slip activity causes preferential slip hardening, while Eq. (8) is suitable to model situations where the non-co-planar slip activity causes the preferential slip hardening process. In the present study, we develop a methodology to explore purely phenomenologically, if either of the functions described in Eqs. (7) and (8) can capture the anisotropy observed in the measurements.

The following specific procedure is suggested to separate the various contributions.

2.2.1. Step 1

The first objective should be to assess the direct contribution from texture itself. This is accomplished routinely in literature by computation of Taylor factors (Lee et al., 1999). Taylor factor is defined as the ratio of the yield strength in tension to the critical resolved shear stress (assumed to be same for all slip systems and all crystals). Starting with the measured texture in the hot rolled as-received sheet, one can simulate the cold-working step using the Taylor-type model described earlier (Kali-dindi et al., 1992). This simulation provides a prediction of the texture in the sheet at the end of the cold-working step. Using this predicted texture, Taylor factors corresponding to different angles with respect to the rolling direction (on the plane of the sheet) can be computed, using the Taylor-type model and assuming that the slip resistances for all slip systems in all crystals are the same.

The experimental data characterizing the mechanical anisotropy of the sheet is often presented as off-axis yield strength (see e.g. Lee et al., 1999; or the experimental curves from the present study shown in Fig. 1). The measured off-axis yield strengths should be normalized by the corresponding computed Taylor factors. The motivation for this normalization is to examine what component of the measured anisotropy is attributable directly to texture. In other words, if texture was the only contributing factor to the yield strength anisotropy, then the normalized values of \(\sigma_y/M\) (\(\sigma_y\) being the yield strength and \(M\) being the Taylor factor for the specific texture) would not show any anisotropy (i.e. they would be constant as a function of the angle to the rolling direction).

2.2.2. Step 2

Next, we elucidate the contributions to the observed anisotropy from the preferential hardening of slip systems (due to inhomogeneous formation of \(T_1\) precipitates). As described earlier, Eqs. (7) and (8) can be used to model the preferential hardening of slip systems due to co-planar slip activity and non-co-planar slip activity in the cold-working stage, respectively. The objective in this part of the study is to examine if either of these forms can explain the residual anisotropy after the step 1.
Fig. 1. Measured anisotropy of yield strength in 2090 Al-Li alloy.
It is reasonably well established in crystal plasticity literature that the functional forms of slip hardening laws carry over to the functional forms of the macroscopic strain hardening (Kalidindi et al., 1992). Therefore, for the present investigation, it is suggested to express the macroscopic yield strength of the alloy in forms analogous to Eqs. (7) and (8), as

\[ \sigma_{\text{aged}} = M_s \sigma_0 + M' K_{\text{cp}} \tilde{\varepsilon} \]  

\[ \sigma_{\text{aged}} = M_s \sigma_0 + M'' K_{n\text{cp}} \tilde{\varepsilon} \]  

In Eqs. (9) and (10) the first term denotes the contribution from texture alone, where \( \sigma_0 \) represents the isotropic contribution from homogenous distribution of precipitates, among other sources. The second term in these equations captures the anisotropic effect of in-homogenous distribution of precipitates. \( \tilde{\varepsilon} \) in these equations represents the magnitude of the equivalent strain during the cold-work. The factors \( M' \) and \( M \) are analogous to Taylor factor, but are dependent both on texture as well as the slip activity during the cold-working step prior to the aging step, and their numerical values can be established in a manner that is quite similar to that of evaluating the Taylor factors. For example, for a given texture and a given cold-working process, the values of \( M \) and \( \tilde{\varepsilon} \) are known a priori, the value of \( K_{\text{cp}} \) can be prescribed arbitrarily, and the yield strength can be predicted using the Taylor-type model described in the previous section [however, unlike in step 1, we now use different values of slip resistances for different slip systems using Eq. (7)]. Then the value of \( M' \) can be back-calculated from Eq. (9) using the predicted value of the yield strength. Note that the value of \( M' \) obtained by this process is independent of the prescribed value of \( K_{\text{cp}} \). A similar technique can be used to evaluate the values of \( M \), by using Eqs. (8) and (10) in place of (7) and (9).

After establishing the values of the parameters \( M' \) and \( M \) for the specific texture and the cold-working step, plots of \( (\sigma_y - M' K_{\text{cp}} \tilde{\varepsilon})/M \) and \( (\sigma_y - M'' K_{n\text{cp}} \tilde{\varepsilon})/M \) against the angle to the rolling direction should be made, where \( \sigma_y \) is the measured yield strength. Different values of the parameters \( K_{\text{cp}} \) and \( K_{n\text{cp}} \) may be used in multiple plots to establish the trends. According to Eqs. (9) and (10), if the values of \( (\sigma_y - M' K_{\text{cp}} \tilde{\varepsilon})/M \) or \( (\sigma_y - M'' K_{n\text{cp}} \tilde{\varepsilon})/M \) become independent of the angle to the rolling direction, then it would provide a strong indication in favor of the possible co-planar or non-co-planar slip hardening mechanisms, respectively.

It is suggested that this methodology be applied to a sufficiently large database to identify a consistent trend. Finally, it should be recognized that the methodology presented here provides a simple but powerful tool to understand and establish the physical trends in the experimental data.

3. Application to Al–Li 2090-T8E41

In the present study, it was decided to apply this methodology to understand the yield strength anisotropy in Al–Li 2090-T8E41 alloy sheets. The sheets were processed
as follows. The as-received hot rolled sheets (1.57 mm thickness) were solution heat treated at 510 °C for 30 min. Large samples (6×6 in and 10×12 plates) were then cut from the sheet and given a 6–10% off-axis stretch at 0, 30, 45, 60 and 90° (stretch axis) to the original rolling direction. All the specimens were then aged at 180 °C for 24 h. Tensile coupons were then machined from each of these aged samples at 0, 30, 45, 60 and 90° (tensile axis) to the rolling direction, and then tested to failure. The tensile specimens were tested at a constant cross-head speed of 1.27 mm/min.

The effect of the off-axis stretch on the yield strength anisotropy in the sheet is shown in Fig. 1. A similar behavior was discussed by Lee et al. (1999) for 2095 Al–Cu–Li alloy. The minimum strength was obtained at either 45 or 60° to the rolling direction (RD) in all the sheets produced in this study. The lowest overall strength level was obtained in the samples stretched at 45° to RD. There was significant anisotropy in all sheets produced for this study, which ranged from about 15 to 45%.

Crystallographic texture was measured both in the as-received condition and in the stretched and aged condition. For texture measurements, samples were mechanically polished and etched to remove any residual deformation layers. In all cases, the original rolling direction was used as the pole figure reference direction. The crystallographic texture was measured using the X-ray diffraction technique on a Philips X’Pert PW3040 MRD X-ray diffractometer operating at 40 kV and 50 mA using CuKα radiation. The diffractometer was equipped with a curve monochromator. Three incomplete pole figures (111), (200), and (220) were obtained using the reflection technique. The resulting data was analyzed using the popLA software package (Kallend et al., 1991) from which the orientation distribution functions (ODFs) were calculated using the spherical harmonic approach.

The initial texture in the as-received material is presented in Fig. 2 as ODF sections. The results are plotted using three Euler angles (φ1, φ2) according to the convention suggested by Bunge (1993). In the as-received state, the material exhibited a very strong Brass component ([110]<112>) and a weak Copper component ([112]<111>) with intensities of about 45X and 2X random, respectively. Brass and Copper components occur at locations (φ1, φ2) = (35, 45, 0), (90, 30, 45) respectively. The high Brass intensity is common in Al–Li alloys, especially in the Al–Li superplastic materials. Other significant texture components observed in the as-received material included R {124}<211>, P {110}<122>, S {123}<634> and shear {111}<112> orientations, with intensities of about 9–11X random.

Texture was also measured in the sheets subsequent to the 6–10% off-axis stretch at different angles to the RD and the aging heat treatment described earlier. Some of these are also shown in Fig. 2. Comparison of the textures in Fig. 2, indicates that the texture did not change much during the stretching and aging process. The major change appears to be some weakening (or spreading) of the Brass component.

As described in the previous section, to analyze the experimental data in Fig. 1, we start with the measured texture in the sheet in the as-received condition. The measured texture in the as-received material (Fig. 2) was discretised into 80 weighted grain orientations using popLA (Kallend et al., 1991). There was good correspondence between the pole figures recreated from these weighted grain orientations and the originally measured ones. Starting with the weighted grain orientations repre-
senting the initial texture in the as-received sheets, an off-axis stretch of 10% was simulated at 0, 30, 45, 60, and 90° to the rolling direction, using the Taylor-type model described above. In simulating the stretch it was assumed that the material contracts equally in all directions normal to the stretch direction (R = 1). The total slip activity on the various slip systems in the 80 grain orientations used in this simulation were tracked. The model also accounts for the small texture changes that occur during the stretch.

Following the procedure outlined in step 1, the Taylor factors were computed for the textures predicted by the Taylor-type model after applying the different off-axis stretches. Fig. 3 depicts the variation of the computed Taylor factors as a function of the angle to the rolling direction for the different sheets. It is observed that the different stretch conditions had only a relatively small effect on the Taylor factors. This is because of the small magnitude of the stretches applied (about 10%), and is quite consistent with the small changes in texture seen in Fig. 2. It is, however quite clear from Fig. 3 that the strong initial texture in the sheets produces a significant variation in the Taylor factor as a function of the angle from the rolling direction, which will in turn produce the same variation in the yield strength of the sheet. In particular, the Taylor factor is observed to change from about 3.5 to about 2.7, which corresponds to about 30% variation in the yield strength. The experimental data
Fig. 3. Variation of the Taylor factor with the angle from the rolling direction for the different stretch conditions.
shown in Fig. 1 was normalized by the Taylor factors (Fig. 3) and plotted in Fig. 4. Fig. 4 indicates that the values of $\sigma_y/M$ are relatively constant with the angle to the rolling direction, in comparison to Fig. 1. This means that texture does make a substantial contribution to the observed anisotropy in the sheets studied here. There is, of course, significant variation (from a constant value) in these data.

A closer look at the data in Fig. 4 indicates that if the data corresponding to a single stretched condition is isolated and examined, the data exhibits much less scatter about the mean value than the complete data from all the stretched plates. This indicates that there could be significant differences in the average yield strengths of the different plates in the different stretched conditions. Part of this difference, we believe, can be attributed to the fact that the different sheets have not been subjected to the exact same amount of stretching (the applied stretch ranged from 6 to 10% due to experimental difficulties in controlling the stretch value). In order to account for this difference, each curve in Fig. 4 was divided by its average value. These normalized strength factors are plotted in Fig. 5. It is seen that there is much less scatter in Fig. 5 compared to the data in Fig. 4. Once again, it is observed that the yield strength normalized by the Taylor factor is reasonably independent of the angle to the rolling direction, indicating that texture constitutes a major contribution to the observed anisotropy in the sheets studied here.

Next, the contribution to the observed anisotropy from the preferential hardening of slip systems (due to inhomogeneous formation of T1 precipitates) is investigated following the approach described in step 2 earlier. The values of factors $M'$ and M were computed using the texture at the end of the stretching process and the slip activity during the stretching process, both predicted by the Taylor-type model described earlier. The computed values of $M'$ and M are shown in Figs. 6 and 7 as a function of the angle to the rolling direction in each stretch condition. As anticipated, the values of $M'$ and M are much more sensitive to the stretch condition compared to the Taylor factor M (compare Fig. 3 with Figs. 6 and 7).

After establishing the values of the parameters $M'$ and M, plots of $(\sigma_y - M'K^{cP} \varepsilon)/M$ and $(\sigma_y - M'K^{ncP} \varepsilon)/M$ were made with different values of the parameters $K^{cP}$ and $K^{ncP}$, as suggested in step 2 earlier. Repeated trials with different values of the parameters $K^{cP}$ and $K^{ncP}$ did not produce any better correlations for the complete set of the experimental data (Fig. 1) than those already obtained in Fig. 5. This indicates that there is no strong evidence, from a statistical viewpoint, in the present set of data for the operation of any mechanisms leading to significant preferential hardening of slip systems with either co-planar or non-co-planar bias. In our opinion, the contribution to anisotropy from the precipitates in the present set of experiments is of the same order of magnitude as the scatter in the experimental results reported here, and therefore does not allow us to investigate this effect in detail.

We plan to pursue a more extended and rigorous experimental program in the future that will provide more clear evidence. However, we point out that in some cases, we were able to find good correlations with the non-co-planar hardening mechanism [Eq. (8)], when we examined each stretch condition independently. As an example, we show in Fig. 8, plots of $(\sigma_y - M'K^{ncP} \varepsilon)/M$ for the sheet that was stretched at 0 degrees to the rolling direction. In this case, it is clear that a suitable...
Fig. 4. Measured anisotropy of yield strength in 2090 alloy normalized by Taylor factors.
Fig. 5. Measured anisotropy of 2090 alloy normalized by the Taylor factor and divided by the average value of $\sigma_y/\mu$ for each stretch condition.
Fig. 6. Influence of co-planar slip hardening on the anisotropy of yield strength.
Fig. 7. Influence of non-co-planar slip hardening on the anisotropy of yield strength.
Fig. 8. Role of non-co-planar slip hardening on the sheet stretched at 0° to the rolling direction.
choice of $K^{ncp}$ produces a good correlation for non-coplanar slip hardening mechanism. That is, with a value of $K^{ncp} = 180$, we find that $(\sigma_y - M'' K^{ncp} \dot{\varepsilon})/M$ is relatively independent of the angle to the rolling direction, implying that the anisotropy in this sheet can be fully explained by the non-co-planar preferential hardening mechanism during the aging process. Of the five stretch conditions described here, it was found that the non-co-planar hardening model produced a positive correlation with the data presented for three stretch conditions [i.e. the plots $(\sigma_y - M'' K^{ncp} \dot{\varepsilon})/M$ became more independent of the angle to RD]. For the other two stretch conditions, neither of the models produced a positive correlation. This is largely because much of the anisotropy in the present dataset originated by texture. The cold-working and subsequent aging process produced a relatively smaller contribution to the overall anisotropy, perhaps because of the small amounts of cold work used in the present study. In a future experimental program, we plan to apply a larger amount of cold work, which may adversely affect the ductility of the alloy but is likely to produce more clear correlations with the models.

### 4. Conclusions

A crystal plasticity based modeling framework was presented to allow one to decouple the contributions to the overall anisotropy from crystallographic texture and precipitation hardening, and to correlate the contribution from the latter to either co-planar slip activity or the non-co-planar slip activity in the cold-working step prior to the aging heat treatment. The methodology developed in the study was illustrated on a limited dataset of experiments on Al–Li 2090-T8E41 alloy sheet. The application of the methodology developed in this study revealed that much of the observed anisotropy in this particular data set could be explained by accounting for the texture in the sample in the processed condition. Beyond texture, there appears to be a contribution from precipitation hardening to the overall anisotropy of these alloys. Application of the proposed methodology to the present data set revealed that this contribution, although secondary in the present data set, could be explained as arising from preferential non-coplanar hardening of the slip systems that were active during the off-axis stretch.
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